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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Fisheries biologists use variousFisheries biologists use various

marking techniques to investigatemarking techniques to investigate

movement patterns, fish growth, andmovement patterns, fish growth, and

other life history characteristicsother life history characteristics

(Parker et al. 1990). Most of these(Parker et al. 1990). Most of these

techniques (e.g., fin clips, freezetechniques (e.g., fin clips, freeze

branding, cobranding, coded wire tagging, andded wire tagging, and

paint marks) lack the important feapaint marks) lack the important fea--

ture of individual identification orture of individual identification or

have a limited longevity (e.g., radiohave a limited longevity (e.g., radio

and acoustic tags). Passive integratedand acoustic tags). Passive integrated

transponders (PIT tags) overcometransponders (PIT tags) overcome

these obstacles. PIT tags are individuthese obstacles. PIT tags are individu--

ally coally coded, have infinite life, are reladed, have infinite life, are rela--

tively inexpensive, are easily applied,tively inexpensive, are easily applied,

are well retained, and have minimalare well retained, and have minimal

effects on growth and survival (Grieseffects on growth and survival (Gries

and Letcher 2002; Zydlewski et al.and Letcher 2002; Zydlewski et al.

2003).2003).

By necessityBy necessity, many field applica, many field applica--

tions of PIT tags have relied on phystions of PIT tags have relied on phys--

ically recapturing tagged fish andically recapturing tagged fish and

placing the fish/tag next to a hand-placing the fish/tag next to a hand-

held antenna. A tag must be close,held antenna. A tag must be close,

typically within 1 m (Gibbons andtypically within 1 m (Gibbons and

Andrews 2004; Hill et al. 2006), to anAndrews 2004; Hill et al. 2006), to an

antenna for decoantenna for decoding. Many innovading. Many innova--

tive laboratory (e.g., Obedzinski andtive laboratory (e.g., Obedzinski and

Letcher 2004; Zydlewski et al. 2005;Letcher 2004; Zydlewski et al. 2005;

Sigourney et al. 2005) and fieldSigourney et al. 2005) and field

(Hilderbrand and Kershner 2000; Bell(Hilderbrand and Kershner 2000; Bell

et al. 2001; Letcher et al. 2002) studet al. 2001; Letcher et al. 2002) stud--

ies have benefited from this technolies have benefited from this technol--

ogyogy. Notable application of the. Notable application of the

technology includes use of data intechnology includes use of data in

individually-based population dynamindividually-based population dynam--

ics moics models (van Wdels (van Winkle et al. 1993;inkle et al. 1993;

Juanes et al. 2000). Juanes et al. 2000). 

Successes using PIT tags in semi-Successes using PIT tags in semi-

natural systems have been achievednatural systems have been achieved

despite the restriction of tag anddespite the restriction of tag and

antenna proximityantenna proximity. For example, fish. For example, fish

passage has been monitored at hydropassage has been monitored at hydro--

electric facilities where fish can beelectric facilities where fish can be

directed through small orificesdirected through small orifices

equipped with antennas (e.g., Castro-equipped with antennas (e.g., Castro-

Santos et al. 1996; Giorgi et al. 1997;Santos et al. 1996; Giorgi et al. 1997;

Prentice et al. 1990a,b). Because conPrentice et al. 1990a,b). Because con--

strictions and orifices are known tostrictions and orifices are known to

alter natural behavior (Gowans et al.alter natural behavior (Gowans et al.

1999), similarly-sized constrictions in1999), similarly-sized constrictions in

fully natural systems may limit a biolfully natural systems may limit a biol--

ogist’ogist’s ability to characterize naturals ability to characterize natural

movements. There are a few examplesmovements. There are a few examples

of successful field applications of conof successful field applications of con--

tinuous PIT tag monitoring (e.g.,tinuous PIT tag monitoring (e.g.,

Zydlewski et al. 2001; Ibbotson et al.Zydlewski et al. 2001; Ibbotson et al.

2004; Zydlewski et al., unpublished);2004; Zydlewski et al., unpublished);

howeverhowever, the efficiency of these sys, the efficiency of these sys--

tems has, at best, only been considtems has, at best, only been consid--

ered in an ad hoc fashion. ered in an ad hoc fashion. 

Maximizing recapture/observationMaximizing recapture/observation

events by developing methoevents by developing metho ds tods to

remotely monitor natural fish moveremotely monitor natural fish move--

ments in streams has motivated ourments in streams has motivated our

work. While developing PIT systemswork. While developing PIT systems

for this purpose, we faced the chalfor this purpose, we faced the chal--

lenge of applying tag detection syslenge of applying tag detection sys--

tems that were designed for use in fishtems that were designed for use in fish

passageways associated with dams.passageways associated with dams.

Difficulties included site choice,Difficulties included site choice,
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ABSTRACT: Accurate assessments of fish populations are often limited by

re-observation or recapture events. Since the early 1990s, passive integrated

transponders (PIT tags) have been used to understand the biology of many

fish species. Until recently, PIT applications in small streams have been lim-

ited to physical recapture events. To maximize recapture probability, we con-

structed PIT antenna arrays in small streams to remotely detect individual

fish. Experiences from two different laboratories (three case studies) allowed

us to develop a unified approach to applying PIT technology for enhancing

data assessments. Information on equipment, its installation, tag considera-

tions, and array construction is provided. Theoretical and practical defini-

tions are introduced to standardize metrics for assessing detection efficiency.

We demonstrate how certain conditions (stream discharge, vibration, and

ambient radio frequency noise) affect the detection efficiency and suggest that

by monitoring these conditions, expectations of efficiency can be modified.

We emphasize the importance of consistently estimating detection efficiency

for fisheries applications.
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adapting electronics to field situaadapting electronics to field situa--

tions, designing and constructingtions, designing and constructing

antennas, determining environmentalantennas, determining environmental

effects on electronic systems, andeffects on electronic systems, and

assessing equipment/detection effiassessing equipment/detection effi --

ciencyciency. This article reviews tech. This article reviews tech--

niques, problems, and solutions forniques, problems, and solutions for

constructing, maintaining, and hanconstructing, maintaining, and han--

dling data from in-stream PIT arraysdling data from in-stream PIT arrays

based on our experiences over the lastbased on our experiences over the last

10 years. Three case studies (indepen10 years. Three case studies (indepen--

dently operated by two laboratories)dently operated by two laboratories)

serve as examples for applying theseserve as examples for applying these

techniques for ecological and managetechniques for ecological and manage--

ment purposes: Abernathy Creek,ment purposes: Abernathy Creek,

WWashington; Shorey Brook, Maine;ashington; Shorey Brook, Maine;

and Wand West Brook, Massachusetts. est Brook, Massachusetts. 

CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES

Case 1Case 1——Abernathy Creek (AB)Abernathy Creek (AB)

Abernathy Creek is a 3rd orderAbernathy Creek is a 3rd order

tributary of the Columbia Rivertributary of the Columbia River,,

located 80 km from the ocean inlocated 80 km from the ocean in

LongviewLongview, W, Washington (Figure 1).ashington (Figure 1).

PIT arrays (an antenna, or multiplePIT arrays (an antenna, or multiple

antennas, which intersect a singleantennas, which intersect a single

stream cross-section) were establishedstream cross-section) were established

in 2001 to assess their feasibility inin 2001 to assess their feasibility in

monitoring steelhead troutmonitoring steelhead trout

((Oncorhynchus mykissOncorhynchus mykiss) and coastal) and coastal

cutthroat trout (cutthroat trout (O. clarkiO. clarki) movement) movement

patterns and population dynamics. Apatterns and population dynamics. A

7.9 km reach (of the 17.5 km total7.9 km reach (of the 17.5 km total

stream length) was sampled by elecstream length) was sampled by elec--

trofishing annually from mid-trofishing annually from mid-

September to early October inSeptember to early October in

2001–2003. Fish greater than 100 mm2001–2003. Fish greater than 100 mm

fork length were PIT tagged. Tfork length were PIT tagged. Two PITwo PIT

arrays monitored movements fromarrays monitored movements from

2001 to 2006. They were installed at2001 to 2006. They were installed at

bridges 3 km (lowerbridges 3 km (lower——AB–DN) and 4AB–DN) and 4

km (upperkm (upper——AB–UP) from the creekAB–UP) from the creek

mouth. Channel width at AB–UP wasmouth. Channel width at AB–UP was

11.0 m, requiring three antennas (3.511.0 m, requiring three antennas (3.5

m width x 1.9 m height, 3.7 m x 1.7 m,m width x 1.9 m height, 3.7 m x 1.7 m,

and 4.5 m x 1.3 m) to span the widthand 4.5 m x 1.3 m) to span the width

of the creek (Photo 1). Channel widthof the creek (Photo 1). Channel width

at AB–DN was 7.8 m, requiring onlyat AB–DN was 7.8 m, requiring only

two antennas (4.0 m x 1.8 m and 4.0two antennas (4.0 m x 1.8 m and 4.0

m x 1.7 m). m x 1.7 m). 

Case 2Case 2——Shorey Brook (SH) Shorey Brook (SH) 

Shorey Brook is a 2nd order tribuShorey Brook is a 2nd order tribu--

tary of the Narraguagus Rivertary of the Narraguagus River, located, located

approximately 44 km from the oceanapproximately 44 km from the ocean

in Beddington, Maine (Figure 1).in Beddington, Maine (Figure 1).

Movement, growth, and survival ofMovement, growth, and survival of

Figure 1. Geographic locations and site maps for PIT tag interrogation systems in the northeast and northwest USA. Black rectangles on United

States map indicate the location of case study streams. Dots on inset maps indicate PIT tag monitoring sites.
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Atlantic salmon (Atlantic salmon (Salmo salarSalmo salar) and) and

brook trout (brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalisSalvelinus fontinalis) were) were

evaluated in this studyevaluated in this study. A 0.7 km. A 0.7 km

stream reach (of the 2.7 km totalstream reach (of the 2.7 km total

stream length) was sampled by elecstream length) was sampled by elec--

trofishing seasonally each year to PITtrofishing seasonally each year to PIT

tag fish. Three, single antenna PITtag fish. Three, single antenna PIT

arrays were operated from 2001 toarrays were operated from 2001 to

2003. At river km 1.3 (upstream of2003. At river km 1.3 (upstream of

the brook mouth), the single antennathe brook mouth), the single antenna

(1.1 m x 0.3 m) was incorporated into(1.1 m x 0.3 m) was incorporated into

a picket weir (Anderson anda picket weir (Anderson and

McDonald 1978; Figure 2a) spanningMcDonald 1978; Figure 2a) spanning

a width of 4 m. This design guided fisha width of 4 m. This design guided fish

through the antenna. Tthrough the antenna. Two downwo down--

stream arrays were located approxistream arrays were located approxi--

mately 0.8 km upstream of the mouthmately 0.8 km upstream of the mouth

(Figure 2b) approximately 3 m apart(Figure 2b) approximately 3 m apart

(one upstream of the other). Each(one upstream of the other). Each

array spanned a width of 2.5 m with aarray spanned a width of 2.5 m with a

single antenna (2.2 m x 0.6 m).single antenna (2.2 m x 0.6 m).

Sandbags and stream substrate wereSandbags and stream substrate were

used to slightly constrict the overallused to slightly constrict the overall

Photo 1. PIT tag interrogation systems on Abernathy Creek, Longview, WA, (Left panel: AB–UP and right panel: AB–DN). Arrays at both sites

consisted of multiple antennas oriented such that they spanned the width of the stream channel.

Figure 2. Schematic of Northeast antenna placement: Shorey Brook (a. SH–UP and b. SH–DN) and West Brook (c. WB–UP and d. WB-DN). Panel a

includes a depiction of weir panels that helped guide fish through SH–UP. 
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stream width and direct fish passagestream width and direct fish passage

through the antenna (Figure 2b). through the antenna (Figure 2b). 

Case 3Case 3——WWest Brook (WB) est Brook (WB) 

WWest Brook is a 3rd order tributaryest Brook is a 3rd order tributary

of the Mill River which joins theof the Mill River which joins the

Connecticut RiverConnecticut River, approximately 100, approximately 100

km from the ocean in Whatelykm from the ocean in Whately,,

Massachusetts (Figure 1). Movement,Massachusetts (Figure 1). Movement,

growth, and survival of Atlanticgrowth, and survival of Atlantic

salmon (Letcher and Gries 2003;salmon (Letcher and Gries 2003;

Letcher et al. 2002), brook, andLetcher et al. 2002), brook, and

brown trout (brown trout (Salmo truttaSalmo trutta ; Carlson and; Carlson and

Letcher 2003) were studied. A 1 kmLetcher 2003) were studied. A 1 km

stream reach (of the 6.5 km totalstream reach (of the 6.5 km total

stream length) was sampled by elecstream length) was sampled by elec--

trofishing seasonally each year to PITtrofishing seasonally each year to PIT

tag fish. Five, single antenna PITtag fish. Five, single antenna PIT

arrays were operated from 2001 toarrays were operated from 2001 to

2005. Three of the arrays were2005. Three of the arrays were

installed at stream kilometers 4.8, 5.0,installed at stream kilometers 4.8, 5.0,

and 5.1 km (from the stream mouth).and 5.1 km (from the stream mouth).

Even under base flows, none of theseEven under base flows, none of these

three arrays (antenna size 1.1 m x 0.4three arrays (antenna size 1.1 m x 0.4

m) was wide enough to span the widthm) was wide enough to span the width

of the stream (average 4.4 m). Streamof the stream (average 4.4 m). Stream

substrate was arranged to direct fish tosubstrate was arranged to direct fish to

swim through antennas (Figure 2c).swim through antennas (Figure 2c).

TTwo downstream arrays (spaced 2.4 mwo downstream arrays (spaced 2.4 m

apart) were located at a bridge atapart) were located at a bridge at

stream km 4.2. Wstream km 4.2. Width at the bridgeidth at the bridge

abutments was constricted from 7.6 mabutments was constricted from 7.6 m

to approximately 2.2 m using a partialto approximately 2.2 m using a partial

sandbag weir to direct water and fishsandbag weir to direct water and fish

through a plywoothrough a plywood flume and bothd flume and both

arrays (Figure 2d). arrays (Figure 2d). 

EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT: PIT SYSTEM: PIT SYSTEM
CHOICE ANDCHOICE AND
COMPONENTSCOMPONENTS

System TSystem Typesypes

PIT systems (also known asPIT systems (also known as

RFIDRFID——radio frequency identification)radio frequency identification)

allow the remote identification of tagsallow the remote identification of tags

through radio frequencies (RF). Therethrough radio frequencies (RF). There

are two distinct systems available: fullare two distinct systems available: full

duplex (FDX) and halfduplex (FDX) and half

duplex (HDX). Importantlyduplex (HDX). Importantly,,

components are specific tocomponents are specific to

each system and were noteach system and were not

compatible between systemscompatible between systems

at the time of the studiesat the time of the studies

(i.e., FDX tags could not be deco(i.e., FDX tags could not be decodedded

on HDX transceivers and only a fewon HDX transceivers and only a few

FDX transceivers could decoFDX transceivers could decode HDXde HDX

tags). HDX functions by having thetags). HDX functions by having the

powered transceiver generate a pulsedpowered transceiver generate a pulsed

RF field. If a tag is in the field, the tagRF field. If a tag is in the field, the tag

sends a signal back to the transceiversends a signal back to the transceiver

between the pulses and the cobetween the pulses and the code cande can

be recorded. Read rate of the system isbe recorded. Read rate of the system is

approximately 10–14 reads per second.approximately 10–14 reads per second.

ConverselyConversely, FDX systems emit a con, FDX systems emit a con--

tinuous RF field and tags may betinuous RF field and tags may be

decodecoded continuouslyded continuously, resulting in a, resulting in a

faster read rate of 32 reads per second,faster read rate of 32 reads per second,

which is important in high waterwhich is important in high water

velocityvelocity. This article draws on case. This article draws on case

studies using only FDX systems, butstudies using only FDX systems, but

many of the considerations here aremany of the considerations here are

transferable (see Zydlewski et al. 2001transferable (see Zydlewski et al. 2001

for HDX examples). The three compofor HDX examples). The three compo--

nents of PIT detection systems (tags,nents of PIT detection systems (tags,

transceivers, and antennas) are distransceivers, and antennas) are dis--

cussed belowcussed below..

TTagsags

PIT tags consist of a coil of wirePIT tags consist of a coil of wire

wrapped around a ferrite core whichwrapped around a ferrite core which

generates electricity as it passesgenerates electricity as it passes

through the electromagnetic (EM)through the electromagnetic (EM)

field of a matched antenna; this EMfield of a matched antenna; this EM

field is the power source for the tag. Afield is the power source for the tag. A

microchip in the tag is programmedmicrochip in the tag is programmed

with a unique binary identificationwith a unique binary identification

cocode that is displayed alphanumeride that is displayed alphanumeri--

callycally. Once in the EM field of an. Once in the EM field of an

antenna, the tag disrupts the field toantenna, the tag disrupts the field to

transmit the cotransmit the code to the transceiverde to the transceiver..

The coThe code can then be logged to ade can then be logged to a

computer with the time and date ofcomputer with the time and date of

detection.detection.

Commercially available tags rangeCommercially available tags range

in size from less than 12 to greaterin size from less than 12 to greater

than 60 mm in length (2.0 to 20 mmthan 60 mm in length (2.0 to 20 mm

in diameter; Photo 2). Most arein diameter; Photo 2). Most are

encapsulated in glass or plastic. Whileencapsulated in glass or plastic. While

available in multiple sizes, those usedavailable in multiple sizes, those used

in fisheries applications are typicallyin fisheries applications are typically

12 mm and 23 mm long. PIT tags used12 mm and 23 mm long. PIT tags used

in the case studies were Destron-in the case studies were Destron-

Fearing (DF) 134.2 kHz FDX tags. AllFearing (DF) 134.2 kHz FDX tags. All

things being equal, a larger tag has athings being equal, a larger tag has a

greater read range than a smaller tag.greater read range than a smaller tag.

The larger the antenna coil in the tagThe larger the antenna coil in the tag

the greater the ability to gather thethe greater the ability to gather the

necessary energy to power thenecessary energy to power the

microchip and disrupt the EM field inmicrochip and disrupt the EM field in

order to transfer the tag coorder to transfer the tag code. Notede. Note

that similarly-sized tags of differentthat similarly-sized tags of different

momodels (e.g., DF tags TX1411ST anddels (e.g., DF tags TX1411ST and

TX1411SGL) and manufacturers canTX1411SGL) and manufacturers can

significantly differ in read range.significantly differ in read range.

HoweverHowever, the effect of tag construc, the effect of tag construc--

tion is less than the effect of tag sizetion is less than the effect of tag size

on read range given identicalon read range given identical

microchips and components that aremicrochips and components that are

proportional to the tag size. As this isproportional to the tag size. As this is

not always the instance from onenot always the instance from one

manufacturer to the next, it is impormanufacturer to the next, it is impor--

tant for researchers to procure tagtant for researchers to procure tag

samples to determine whether theysamples to determine whether they

have appropriate performance for ahave appropriate performance for a

given studygiven study..

Larger tag coils generally allowLarger tag coils generally allow

longer read distances. As a result,longer read distances. As a result,

the larger tags enable the use ofthe larger tags enable the use of

larger antenna geometries. This conlarger antenna geometries. This con--

sideration, along with the size of fishsideration, along with the size of fish

to be studied, drives the decision ofto be studied, drives the decision of

tag size. In both Shorey Brook andtag size. In both Shorey Brook and

WWest Brook, for example, 12 mm tagsest Brook, for example, 12 mm tags

(12 mm long, 2 mm wide, 0.1 g in(12 mm long, 2 mm wide, 0.1 g in

air) were used, allowing fish as smallair) were used, allowing fish as small

as 60 mm fork length to be tagged.as 60 mm fork length to be tagged.

This was important as the goal wasThis was important as the goal was

to understand movements, growth,to understand movements, growth,

and survival of early life historyand survival of early life history

stages. The compromise was in thestages. The compromise was in the

size of antennas used (the largestsize of antennas used (the largest

being 2.2 m x 0.6 m). In contrast, abeing 2.2 m x 0.6 m). In contrast, a

larger tag (23 mm long, 3.4 mm wide,larger tag (23 mm long, 3.4 mm wide,

0.6 g in air) was chosen for the0.6 g in air) was chosen for the

Abernathy Creek studyAbernathy Creek study, where the, where the

size of fish was compromised; fishsize of fish was compromised; fish

Photo 2. Commonly available

passive integrated transponders (PIT

tags). Left to right: 12 mm, 23 mm,

60 mm, approximately actual size.
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greater than 100 mm could begreater than 100 mm could be

tagged. The payoff, howevertagged. The payoff, however, was the, was the

ability to build larger antennas,ability to build larger antennas,

nearly twice as high and wide as thenearly twice as high and wide as the

largest antennas used at Wlargest antennas used at West Brookest Brook

and Shorey Brook. At Abernathyand Shorey Brook. At Abernathy

Creek this was important as theCreek this was important as the

stream was much larger (channelstream was much larger (channel

width range from 7.8–11 m) andwidth range from 7.8–11 m) and

more susceptible to sudden andmore susceptible to sudden and

extreme changes in water level. Inextreme changes in water level. In

all three cases, surgical implantationall three cases, surgical implantation

of the tag was used as this has beenof the tag was used as this has been

demonstrated to result in excellentdemonstrated to result in excellent

healing, retention, and survivalhealing, retention, and survival

(Zydlewski et al. 2001, 2003; Gries(Zydlewski et al. 2001, 2003; Gries

and Letcher 2002). and Letcher 2002). 

TTransceiverransceiver

The transceiver energizes anThe transceiver energizes an

antenna. When the EM field of anantenna. When the EM field of an

antenna is disrupted (by a tag moantenna is disrupted (by a tag modudu--

lating the field) the transceiverlating the field) the transceiver

decodecodes the binary identification asdes the binary identification as

an alphanumeric sequence. Tan alphanumeric sequence. Two typeswo types

of Destron-Fearing 134.2 kHz FDXof Destron-Fearing 134.2 kHz FDX

transceivers were used our in casetransceivers were used our in case

studies: DF Multiple Tstudies: DF Multiple Transceiverransceiver

Systems (MTSSystems (MTS —— MoMo del FS1001A)del FS1001A)

and DF Portable Tand DF Portable Transceiver Systemsransceiver Systems

(PTS(PTS——MoModel FS2001F). For the casedel FS2001F). For the case

studies each transceiver powered onestudies each transceiver powered one

antenna.antenna.

The MTS is a stand-aloneThe MTS is a stand-alone

transceiver enabling multipletransceiver enabling multiple

transceiver combinations (Photo 3)transceiver combinations (Photo 3)

and was used at Abernathy Creekand was used at Abernathy Creek

(both arrays), and the lower two(both arrays), and the lower two

arrays at Shorey Brook and Warrays at Shorey Brook and Westest

Brook. AB–UP and antennas in theBrook. AB–UP and antennas in the

lower two Shorey Brook arrays werelower two Shorey Brook arrays were

energized with 120 V AC poweredenergized with 120 V AC powered

MTS units. After difficulty eliminatMTS units. After difficulty eliminat--

ing interference, conversion ofing interference, conversion of

Shorey Brook units to 24 V DC powShorey Brook units to 24 V DC pow--

ered MTS solved the problem (seeered MTS solved the problem (see

discussion of RF noise below). ACdiscussion of RF noise below). AC

power was converted to DC using anpower was converted to DC using an

AC/DC power supply (CondorAC/DC power supply (Condor,,

Oxnard, CA, MoOxnard, CA, Mo del F24-12-A+).del F24-12-A+).

Antennas in close proximity result inAntennas in close proximity result in

mutual interference of tag detection.mutual interference of tag detection.

TTo overcome this problem, multipleo overcome this problem, multiple

MTS units within Abernathy CreekMTS units within Abernathy Creek

arrays were synchronized (via cable);arrays were synchronized (via cable);

likewise the lower Shorey Brook andlikewise the lower Shorey Brook and

WWest Brook arrays (operated in closeest Brook arrays (operated in close

proximity to one another) alsoproximity to one another) also

required synchronization. Data fromrequired synchronization. Data from

MTS units were transferred via fiberMTS units were transferred via fiber

optics to computers that ran softwareoptics to computers that ran software

(MiniMon, Pacific States Marine(MiniMon, Pacific States Marine

Fisheries CommissionFisheries Commission —— PSMFC,PSMFC,

wwwwww.ptagis.org) to continuously.ptagis.org) to continuously

record date, time, and PIT corecord date, time, and PIT code of allde of all

passing fish. Data collected frompassing fish. Data collected from

each array (including MTS diagnoseach array (including MTS diagnos--

tics) were periotics) were perio dically (6–12 h)dically (6–12 h)

uploaded via direct Internet connecuploaded via direct Internet connec--

tion (AB–UP), satellite motion (AB–UP), satellite mo demdem

(AB–DN), and telephone mo(AB–DN), and telephone mo demdem

(W(West Brook) to offsite databases.est Brook) to offsite databases.

The upper arrays on Shorey BrookThe upper arrays on Shorey Brook

and Wand West Brook used PTSest Brook used PTS

transceivers powering custom antentransceivers powering custom anten--

nas. These units are generally used asnas. These units are generally used as

portable units, but because of lowportable units, but because of low

power requirements they lend thempower requirements they lend them--

selves to stationary and remote appliselves to stationary and remote appli --

cations where AC power may not becations where AC power may not be

available. Units were powered by 12available. Units were powered by 12

V deep cycle marine batteries conV deep cycle marine batteries con--

nected in parallel; battery life fornected in parallel; battery life for

each PIT array was approximatelyeach PIT array was approximately

Photo 3. PIT tag transceiver (a), computer (b), satellite modem (c), AC/DC converter (d), and

isolation transformer (e) used on Abernathy Creek, Longview, WA, AB–DN; each antenna was

connected to one transceiver (note black cable in the bottom left corner of each transceiver).
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seven days. The PTS is not capable ofseven days. The PTS is not capable of

synchronization, limiting the abilitysynchronization, limiting the ability

to have multiple antennas in closeto have multiple antennas in close

proximityproximity. T. Tag detections wereag detections were

date/time stamped by the PTS, saveddate/time stamped by the PTS, saved

on the PTS, and data were uploadedon the PTS, and data were uploaded

on occasion with a portable laptopon occasion with a portable laptop

computercomputer..

PowerPower, data access, and physical, data access, and physical

location (with respect to the antennalocation (with respect to the antenna

and water) guided transceiver choiceand water) guided transceiver choice

and installation location. Access toand installation location. Access to

commercial power is a major considcommercial power is a major consid--

eration. Because of the powereration. Because of the power

required by the MTS unit (110–220required by the MTS unit (110–220

V AC, 2 amps) and necessity for aV AC, 2 amps) and necessity for a

data logging device (computer), powdata logging device (computer), pow--

ering with batteries can be logistiering with batteries can be logisti --

cally challenging. These factorscally challenging. These factors

resulted in the choice of DC-poweredresulted in the choice of DC-powered

PTS systems for upper arrays atPTS systems for upper arrays at

Shorey Brook and WShorey Brook and West Brook.est Brook.

Batteries at the upper site on ShoreyBatteries at the upper site on Shorey

Brook (the most remote of all sitesBrook (the most remote of all sites

monitored) were trickle charged withmonitored) were trickle charged with

a solar charging system to extenda solar charging system to extend

visit intervals. PTS-based systemsvisit intervals. PTS-based systems

had internal storage limitations,had internal storage limitations,

necessitating site visits for downloadnecessitating site visits for download--

ing data. Another important limitaing data. Another important limita--

tion of PTS transceivers is thetion of PTS transceivers is the

inability to store transceiver diagnosinability to store transceiver diagnos--

tic information (e.g., RF noise). tic information (e.g., RF noise). 

AntennasAntennas

There are three components to anThere are three components to an

antenna: the coil, the cable, and theantenna: the coil, the cable, and the

capacitor pack. Although all of ourcapacitor pack. Although all of our

antennas were custom-built, assemantennas were custom-built, assem--

bly “kits” and prefabricated antennasbly “kits” and prefabricated antennas

that meet many needs are availablethat meet many needs are available

from various manufacturers.from various manufacturers.

GenerallyGenerally, the antenna coil is a con, the antenna coil is a con--

tinuous loop of wire. The coil istinuous loop of wire. The coil is

encased in a watertight chamberencased in a watertight chamber

(Figure 3), connected to a shielded(Figure 3), connected to a shielded

low capacitance/resistance two-conlow capacitance/resistance two-con--

ductor cable which is connected toductor cable which is connected to

the transceiverthe transceiver. One lead of the coil. One lead of the coil

is attached to a fixed capacitor packis attached to a fixed capacitor pack

(preferably temperature stable capac(preferably temperature stable capac--

itors, Negative-Positive-Zero [NPO]itors, Negative-Positive-Zero [NPO]

type) located at the antenna. Thetype) located at the antenna. The

pack is matched to the inductance ofpack is matched to the inductance of

the antenna. Multiple capacitors inthe antenna. Multiple capacitors in

parallel should be used to achieve theparallel should be used to achieve the

desired capacitance so that compodesired capacitance so that compo--

nent damage due to the currentnent damage due to the current

through the antenna can be avoided.through the antenna can be avoided.

For the MTS transceiverFor the MTS transceiver, there is an, there is an

adjustable capacitor (in addition toadjustable capacitor (in addition to

the fixed capacitor pack at thethe fixed capacitor pack at the

antenna) that can be used to fine-antenna) that can be used to fine-

tune the resonance frequency of thetune the resonance frequency of the

system. Cables with built in tuningsystem. Cables with built in tuning

momo dules are available for PTSdules are available for PTS

transceivers (in addition to the fixedtransceivers (in addition to the fixed

capacitor pack at the antenna) andcapacitor pack at the antenna) and

were used at Shorey Brook and Wwere used at Shorey Brook and Westest

Brook.Brook.

TTypicallyypically, antennas are con, antennas are con --

structed so that the coil inductancestructed so that the coil inductance

was between 275 and 400 µH. Thewas between 275 and 400 µH. The

capacitance of the fixed pack mustcapacitance of the fixed pack must

then be determined empirically usingthen be determined empirically using

the following general relationship (asthe following general relationship (as

a starting point for MTSa starting point for MTS

transceivers):transceivers):

C = -13.92 x I + 7610C = -13.92 x I + 7610

where C is capacitance and I is thewhere C is capacitance and I is the

antenna inductance. Optimumantenna inductance. Optimum

capacitance can change with cablecapacitance can change with cable

length or shielding. In practice,length or shielding. In practice,

antenna construction is simple butantenna construction is simple but

can be time consuming. can be time consuming. 

Antennas used in the case studiesAntennas used in the case studies

were custom-designed for specificwere custom-designed for specific

field applications and consisted offield applications and consisted of

different sizes depending on the typedifferent sizes depending on the type

of transceiver and tag size with whichof transceiver and tag size with which

they were designed to work. Forthey were designed to work. For

larger antenna sizes used with thelarger antenna sizes used with the

MTS transceivers, antennas wereMTS transceivers, antennas were

constructed by threading the coilconstructed by threading the coil

through a small diameter PVC pipethrough a small diameter PVC pipe

(3.5 cm inside diameter), and then(3.5 cm inside diameter), and then

centering this frame within a largercentering this frame within a larger

diameter PVC pipe (10.2 cm insidediameter PVC pipe (10.2 cm inside

diameter) that was then sealed todiameter) that was then sealed to

keep water out (Figure 3). Thiskeep water out (Figure 3). This

design reduced the problem of “loaddesign reduced the problem of “load--

ing” that arises when water and wireing” that arises when water and wire

are in close proximityare in close proximity. Smaller. Smaller-sized-sized

Figure 3. Schematic of antenna construction and photograph of antenna coil in PVC pipe. Antenna wires were fed through the smaller diameter

PVC pipe (5.1 cm) centered within a larger diameter PVC pipe (10.2 cm). Wires were not overlapped or twisted when feeding the coil through the

PVC pipe. 
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antennas were used with the PTS;antennas were used with the PTS;

the coils were housed in a single 3.5the coils were housed in a single 3.5

cm (inside diameter) PVC pipe.cm (inside diameter) PVC pipe.

Loading is less of a problem for theLoading is less of a problem for the

smaller antennas. smaller antennas. 

For both antenna types, antennaFor both antenna types, antenna

coils were constructed from 9-strand,coils were constructed from 9-strand,

18 gauge ribbon cable. W18 gauge ribbon cable. Wires wereires were

terminated to form a continuous loopterminated to form a continuous loop

at one corner of the PVC structureat one corner of the PVC structure

(Figure 3). The number of loops could(Figure 3). The number of loops could

be increased or decreased by includbe increased or decreased by includ--

ing or excluding wires on the ribbon-ing or excluding wires on the ribbon-

cable to adjust the inductance of thecable to adjust the inductance of the

coil during construction. The approcoil during construction. The appro--

priate capacitors were attachedpriate capacitors were attached

between the coil and the cable. Cablebetween the coil and the cable. Cable

length to the transceiver was limitedlength to the transceiver was limited

to less than 15 m to ensure enoughto less than 15 m to ensure enough

power to the antennas. In practice,power to the antennas. In practice,

longer cables (up to 50 m) are possilonger cables (up to 50 m) are possi --

ble but may result in a reduction inble but may result in a reduction in

efficiencyefficiency..

Antenna choice (design, size, andAntenna choice (design, size, and

shape) can vary as much as the applishape) can vary as much as the appli--

cation. Limiting factors for antennacation. Limiting factors for antenna

size are tag size and the ability to gensize are tag size and the ability to gen--

erate enough power to create an effierate enough power to create an effi--

cient EM field to decocient EM field to decode a tag. The EMde a tag. The EM

field can be visualized in three dimenfield can be visualized in three dimen--

sions as extending both upstream andsions as extending both upstream and

downstream of the antenna planedownstream of the antenna plane

(antenna plane is defined as the plane(antenna plane is defined as the plane

formed within the interior of theformed within the interior of the

antenna opening). Large antennasantenna opening). Large antennas

require increased energy to enablerequire increased energy to enable

detection throughout the entire planedetection throughout the entire plane

of the antenna. Tof the antenna. Tag orientation in theag orientation in the

antenna’antenna’s field greatly affects the abils field greatly affects the abil--

ity to be decoity to be decoded successfullyded successfully. The. The

optimal tag orientation is where theoptimal tag orientation is where the

long axis of the tag is orthogonal to thelong axis of the tag is orthogonal to the

plane of the antenna, such that theplane of the antenna, such that the

long axis of the tag approaches thelong axis of the tag approaches the

plane of the antenna. plane of the antenna. 

Antenna orientation must be conAntenna orientation must be con--

sidered before construction.sidered before construction.

Antennas in all case studies wereAntennas in all case studies were

constructed and oriented with aconstructed and oriented with a

swim-through design (Figure 2).swim-through design (Figure 2).

Morhardt et al. (2000) first suggestedMorhardt et al. (2000) first suggested

the use of “swim-through” PIT tagthe use of “swim-through” PIT tag

antennas in streams because ofantennas in streams because of

increased detection range afforded byincreased detection range afforded by

this design. An alternate design is tothis design. An alternate design is to

orient the antenna as a “flat plate”orient the antenna as a “flat plate”

(Armstrong et al. 1996) flush with(Armstrong et al. 1996) flush with

the stream bottom so that tags couldthe stream bottom so that tags could

be detected as fish swim over top ofbe detected as fish swim over top of

the antenna. This design has thethe antenna. This design has the

advantage of an increased ability toadvantage of an increased ability to

withstand high flow events; howeverwithstand high flow events; however,,

detection “off the plane” of a flatdetection “off the plane” of a flat

plate antenna is limited if fish canplate antenna is limited if fish can

swim high enough in the water colswim high enough in the water col--

umn to escape detection. While otherumn to escape detection. While other

designs (Ibbotson et al. 2004) havedesigns (Ibbotson et al. 2004) have

been used and have advantages (e.g.,been used and have advantages (e.g.,

negligible debris loading) these elabnegligible debris loading) these elab--

orate designs are more expensive. Ourorate designs are more expensive. Our

designs present cost-effective soludesigns present cost-effective solu--

tions that may result in some antennations that may result in some antenna

loss, especially at high flows, butloss, especially at high flows, but

allow inexpensive replacement.allow inexpensive replacement.

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTSAL EFFECTS
ON EQUIPMENTON EQUIPMENT

Because PIT systems use RFBecause PIT systems use RF, any, any

array is susceptible to interferencearray is susceptible to interference

from ambient RF signal at or near thefrom ambient RF signal at or near the

operating frequency (or harmonics ofoperating frequency (or harmonics of

the frequency) of the system. Suchthe frequency) of the system. Such

ambient RF signal is interpreted as RFambient RF signal is interpreted as RF

“noise” by the transceiver“noise” by the transceiver. Electrical. Electrical

switching can cause a similar effect.switching can cause a similar effect.

At Abernathy Creek, for example,At Abernathy Creek, for example,

the upper site was impacted by RFthe upper site was impacted by RF

noise caused by electrical switchingnoise caused by electrical switching

at the U.S. Fish and Wat the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serviceildlife Service

Abernathy Fish TAbernathy Fish Technology Centerechnology Center..

At AB-DN, switching noise generAt AB-DN, switching noise gener--

ated by a computer transformer conated by a computer transformer con--

tributed to RF noise and ultimatelytributed to RF noise and ultimately

required an isolation transformer torequired an isolation transformer to

remove interference. The transceiverremove interference. The transceiver

cannot decocannot decode multiple tags simultade multiple tags simulta--

neouslyneously, therefore, a tag in close prox, therefore, a tag in close prox--

imity of the antenna will generateimity of the antenna will generate

what is recorded as noise and can prewhat is recorded as noise and can pre--

clude other tags from being decoclude other tags from being decoded.ded.

When building an arrayWhen building an array, a spectrum, a spectrum

analyzer can be used to analyze ambianalyzer can be used to analyze ambi--

ent noise at 134.2 ent noise at 134.2 ++ 10 kHz, but for10 kHz, but for

most cases that is excessive. Buildingmost cases that is excessive. Building

a large antenna and temporarily runa large antenna and temporarily run--

ning a transceiver at the chosen fieldning a transceiver at the chosen field

site provides a goosite provides a good check of backd check of back--

ground interference.ground interference.

Noise can also be caused by detunNoise can also be caused by detun--

ing because of environmental condiing because of environmental condi--

tions. Daily summaries of array noisetions. Daily summaries of array noise

demonstrate that each system has ademonstrate that each system has a

unique pattern of RF noise. As aunique pattern of RF noise. As a

result, RF records can serve as a diagresult, RF records can serve as a diag--

nostic tool for assessing the status ofnostic tool for assessing the status of

an array and probing the effects ofan array and probing the effects of

environmental conditions within andenvironmental conditions within and

among sites. Changes in water levelamong sites. Changes in water level

affected noise and resulted in a seaaffected noise and resulted in a sea--

sonal pattern of recorded backgroundsonal pattern of recorded background

noise that was generally positivelynoise that was generally positively

correlated with water depth. As watercorrelated with water depth. As water

discharge increases, electronic noisedischarge increases, electronic noise

levels increase due to increased “loadlevels increase due to increased “load--

ing” on the antenna. Increasinging” on the antenna. Increasing

stream velocity associated withstream velocity associated with

higher discharges can also cause tunhigher discharges can also cause tun--

ing to change (noise to increase) dueing to change (noise to increase) due

to vibration. In many cases, new tunto vibration. In many cases, new tun--

ing optima can be reached for the lating optima can be reached for the lat--

est condition (after which antennaest condition (after which antenna

efficiency should be assessed). As aefficiency should be assessed). As a

result, noise levels are dependent onresult, noise levels are dependent on

system maintenance as well as envisystem maintenance as well as envi--

ronmental conditions.ronmental conditions.

DETECTION EFFICIENCIESDETECTION EFFICIENCIES

Like other sampling methoLike other sampling methods, theds, the

utility of detection data from stationutility of detection data from station--

ary PIT tag monitoring efforts dependsary PIT tag monitoring efforts depends

on the ability to estimate “capture”on the ability to estimate “capture”

probabilityprobability. While simple in concept,. While simple in concept,

much of the discussions of the authorsmuch of the discussions of the authors

have centered on how to define andhave centered on how to define and

characterize efficiencies in a mannercharacterize efficiencies in a manner

inclusive of just three case studies.inclusive of just three case studies.

Such difficulty underscores the chalSuch difficulty underscores the chal--

lenge in developing useful and consislenge in developing useful and consis--

tent terminologytent terminology. For the types of. For the types of

efficiencies we outline, the most accuefficiencies we outline, the most accu--

rate characterization is generatedrate characterization is generated

through the use of live, free swimmingthrough the use of live, free swimming

fish of the target species. For somefish of the target species. For some

estimates, this may be practical whileestimates, this may be practical while

for others it may not. In some casesfor others it may not. In some cases

the practicality may depend on studythe practicality may depend on study

design.design.

For purposes of standardization,For purposes of standardization,

the functional unit of assessment isthe functional unit of assessment is

defined as an “arraydefined as an “array,” which is an,” which is an

antenna (or multiple antennas) thatantenna (or multiple antennas) that

intersects a stream at a single cross-intersects a stream at a single cross-

section. At Abernathy Creek, a singlesection. At Abernathy Creek, a single

array consisted of two or three antenarray consisted of two or three anten--

nas. A number of arrays can benas. A number of arrays can be

arranged serially (one downstreamarranged serially (one downstream

from another) at differing distances.from another) at differing distances.

For example, at Shorey Brook andFor example, at Shorey Brook and

WWest Brook, lower arrays wereest Brook, lower arrays were

arranged <3 m apart whereas arrays atarranged <3 m apart whereas arrays at

Abernathy Creek were separated byAbernathy Creek were separated by

kilometers.kilometers.

The type of efficiency that perThe type of efficiency that per --

haps has the most universal applicahaps has the most universal applica--

tion is what we term in sitution is what we term in situ

efficiency (efficiency (EE inin situsitu). In situ efficiency). In situ efficiency

is the ratio of fish detected at anis the ratio of fish detected at an

array that are known to pass thearray that are known to pass the

arrayarray. For each array. For each array,, EE in situin situ is theis the

proproduct of two probabilities:duct of two probabilities:
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FigurFigure 4.e 4. Flow charFlow chart depicting the concepts of (a) path, antenna, in situ, and combined PIT tag detection eft depicting the concepts of (a) path, antenna, in situ, and combined PIT tag detection efficiencies. Panel (b)ficiencies. Panel (b)

depicts a potential spatial continuum of ardepicts a potential spatial continuum of arrays.rays.

1.1. The fish passes through an arrayThe fish passes through an array

antenna (path efficiencyantenna (path efficiency, E, E
PPAATHTH))

andand

2.2. The antenna successfully detectsThe antenna successfully detects

and decoand decodes the tag (antennades the tag (antenna

efficiencyefficiency, E, E
ANTENNAANTENNA ; Figure 4):; Figure 4):

EE in situin situ = E= E
PPAATHTH x Ex E

ANTENNAANTENNA

There are considerable logisticalThere are considerable logistical

and theoretical challenges in separatand theoretical challenges in separat--

ing these two components of ing these two components of EE in situ.in situ.

Nevertheless, it is important to recogNevertheless, it is important to recog--

nize that both may significantly connize that both may significantly con--

tribute at different times in differenttribute at different times in different

ways to Eways to E
in situin situ ; the relative role of each; the relative role of each

building block should be considered.building block should be considered.

Path efficiency (EPath efficiency (E
PPAATHTH))

For a single arrayFor a single array, path efficiency is, path efficiency is

the ratio of tags that the ratio of tags that physically movedphysically moved

throughthrough an array antenna (as opposedan array antenna (as opposed
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to around the array) to those knownto around the array) to those known

to have passed the array (Figure 4).to have passed the array (Figure 4).

Whether or not fish swim within aWhether or not fish swim within a

detection field depends in a complexdetection field depends in a complex

way on fish behavior and what proway on fish behavior and what pro--

portion of the cross-sectional streamportion of the cross-sectional stream

area is covered by the detection field.area is covered by the detection field.

While fish behavior cannot be conWhile fish behavior cannot be con--

trolled, some aspects of antenna controlled, some aspects of antenna con--

ditions in the stream can be moditions in the stream can be modified.dified.

For example, antenna location relaFor example, antenna location rela--

tive to the stream channel can influtive to the stream channel can influ--

ence the proportion of cross-sectionalence the proportion of cross-sectional

stream area captured by the antenna.stream area captured by the antenna.

At Abernathy Creek, both arrays covAt Abernathy Creek, both arrays cov--

ered the stream “bank to bank” in allered the stream “bank to bank” in all

but the highest water conditions; prebut the highest water conditions; pre--

sumably path efficiency approachedsumably path efficiency approached

100%. At Shorey Brook and W100%. At Shorey Brook and Westest

Brook, antennas were installed knowBrook, antennas were installed know--

ing that path efficiency was less thaning that path efficiency was less than

100%, even under low water condi100%, even under low water condi--

tions. Efforts to improve path effitions. Efforts to improve path effi --

ciency included placement ofciency included placement of

structures (sand bags, rocks, weirs) tostructures (sand bags, rocks, weirs) to

direct fish movements. Extremes indirect fish movements. Extremes in

stream discharge, howeverstream discharge, however, likely, likely

influenced path efficiency (and thereinfluenced path efficiency (and there--

fore its relative contribution to Efore its relative contribution to E
inin

situsitu). Characterizing the proportion of). Characterizing the proportion of

the cross-sectional stream area “samthe cross-sectional stream area “sam--

pled” under different flow conditionspled” under different flow conditions

is the best index of path efficiencyis the best index of path efficiency..

Antenna efficiency (EAntenna efficiency (E
ANTENNAANTENNA))

For a single arrayFor a single array, antenna effi, antenna effi--

ciency is the ratio of tags ciency is the ratio of tags detected sucdetected suc--

cessfullycessfully by an array antenna to theby an array antenna to the

known number of tags to have followedknown number of tags to have followed

a path through that array antenna.a path through that array antenna.

Antenna efficiency is a function of theAntenna efficiency is a function of the

array antenna(s), transceiver(s), enviarray antenna(s), transceiver(s), envi--

ronmental conditions, tag velocityronmental conditions, tag velocity, and, and

tag orientation as the tag movestag orientation as the tag moves

through the detection field. Therefore,through the detection field. Therefore,

like path efficiencylike path efficiency, this value and its, this value and its

contribution to Econtribution to E
in situin situ is not fixed overis not fixed over

time. In spite of this, antenna effitime. In spite of this, antenna effi--

ciency assessment remains an imporciency assessment remains an impor--

tant tool for adjusting arraytant tool for adjusting array

performance over time. At all threeperformance over time. At all three

streams, efficiency tests were perstreams, efficiency tests were per--

formed at regular intervals (in someformed at regular intervals (in some

cases, daily). The simplest methocases, daily). The simplest method tod to

assess antenna efficiency is the use of aassess antenna efficiency is the use of a

drone. Some “bodrone. Some “body” (drone) is taggeddy” (drone) is tagged

and passed through array antenna(s)and passed through array antenna(s)

multiple times and the proportion ofmultiple times and the proportion of

successful attempts is assessed. Evensuccessful attempts is assessed. Even

then, differences in the geometry orthen, differences in the geometry or

“behavior” of drones as they pass“behavior” of drones as they pass

through the antennas can lead to estithrough the antennas can lead to esti--

mates that are not directly comparable.mates that are not directly comparable.

Drones used in case studies includedDrones used in case studies included

woowooden blocks, oranges, tennis balls,den blocks, oranges, tennis balls,

rope, and dead fish. It is important torope, and dead fish. It is important to

remember that multiple tags should beremember that multiple tags should be

used to assess antenna efficiencyused to assess antenna efficiency, as, as

repeated jostling of an individual tagrepeated jostling of an individual tag

over long perioover long periods of time can causeds of time can cause

changes in tag performance. For a neuchanges in tag performance. For a neu--

trally buoyant drone drifted through antrally buoyant drone drifted through an

antenna (such as an orange), the tagantenna (such as an orange), the tag

rotates freely so that orientation is notrotates freely so that orientation is not

fixed. On the other extreme, rectangufixed. On the other extreme, rectangu--

lar woolar wooden blocks tended to orient theden blocks tended to orient the

same way to the flowsame way to the flow, each time result, each time result--

ing in near perfect tag orientation toing in near perfect tag orientation to

the detection field (orthogonal). Eachthe detection field (orthogonal). Each

methomethod has its own biases; hence stand has its own biases; hence stan--

dardization is important for long termdardization is important for long term

assessment. For example, at Shoreyassessment. For example, at Shorey

Brook a “tagged” wooBrook a “tagged” wooden block wasden block was

routinely drifted through the antennasroutinely drifted through the antennas

(E(E
ANTENNAANTENNA ranged from 94–98%). Atranged from 94–98%). At

Abernathy Creek, a nylon rope wasAbernathy Creek, a nylon rope was

used as a means to float a PIT tag andused as a means to float a PIT tag and

then pull it back through an antennathen pull it back through an antenna

(standardizing tag orientation to the(standardizing tag orientation to the

antenna). Tantenna). Trials of 10 antenna passesrials of 10 antenna passes

were conducted weekly (Ewere conducted weekly (E
ANTENNAANTENNA

ranged from 55–100%). ranged from 55–100%). 

In situ efficiency (EIn situ efficiency (E
in situin situ))

Unfortunately neither componentUnfortunately neither component

of in situ efficiency (path or antenna)of in situ efficiency (path or antenna)

is directly calculable in a field settingis directly calculable in a field setting

without additional monitoring. In situwithout additional monitoring. In situ

efficiency for live, free-swimming fishefficiency for live, free-swimming fish

can be calculated, but this requirescan be calculated, but this requires

multiple capture opportunities andmultiple capture opportunities and

entails either the operation of multientails either the operation of multi--

ple arrays or coordination with moreple arrays or coordination with more

conventional detection techniquesconventional detection techniques

(e.g., trapping, electrofishing). This(e.g., trapping, electrofishing). This

calculation requires knowing thecalculation requires knowing the

number of tagged fish moving past annumber of tagged fish moving past an

array and the number of tags detectedarray and the number of tags detected

beyond an array (upstream or downbeyond an array (upstream or down--

stream). Tstream). To generalize:o generalize:

EE in situin situ ARRAARRAY 1 Y 1 ==

(d(d
COMMON TO ARRACOMMON TO ARRAYS 1+2YS 1+2)) xx

(d(d
UNIQUE TO ARRAUNIQUE TO ARRAY 2 Y 2 ++

dd COMMON TO ARRACOMMON TO ARRAYS 1+2YS 1+2)) -1-1

where “d” is the number of tagswhere “d” is the number of tags

decodecoded. Tded. To illustrate, consider ao illustrate, consider a

stream with two arrays (such that Arraystream with two arrays (such that Array

1 is upstream of Array 2) and 100 PIT1 is upstream of Array 2) and 100 PIT

tagged salmonid smolts (i.e., downtagged salmonid smolts (i.e., down--

stream migrants) are released upstreamstream migrants) are released upstream

of Array 1. Of the 80 fish later detectedof Array 1. Of the 80 fish later detected

at Array 2, 60 were also detected atat Array 2, 60 were also detected at

Array 1 (d Array 1 (d 
COMMON TO ARRACOMMON TO ARRAYS 1+2YS 1+2) and) and

20 were unique to Array 2 (d 20 were unique to Array 2 (d 
UNIQUE TOUNIQUE TO

ARRAARRAY 2Y 2). In situ efficiency of Array 1 is). In situ efficiency of Array 1 is

then calculated as 0.75. This calculathen calculated as 0.75. This calcula--

tion has two critical assumptions: tion has two critical assumptions: 

1. The probability of a tagged fish1. The probability of a tagged fish

being decobeing decoded by the first array isded by the first array is

independent of the probability ofindependent of the probability of

it being decoit being decoded by the secondded by the second

array (otherwise the estimate willarray (otherwise the estimate will

be inflated); and be inflated); and 

2. The tagged fish moving through2. The tagged fish moving through

the first array continues to movethe first array continues to move

in the direction of the next arrayin the direction of the next array..

This assumption can be made withThis assumption can be made with

more or less certainty depending onmore or less certainty depending on

the species and life history characterthe species and life history character--

istics being studied and the distanceistics being studied and the distance

between the two arrays. between the two arrays. 

The degree to which the tagsThe degree to which the tags

decodecoded on any two arrays are indeded on any two arrays are inde--

pendent is greatly influenced by thependent is greatly influenced by the

distance between them. At Shoreydistance between them. At Shorey

Brook and WBrook and West Brook lower sites, twoest Brook lower sites, two

arrays were placed approximately 3 marrays were placed approximately 3 m

apart (Figure 2b and d). An individualapart (Figure 2b and d). An individual

moving downstream through themoving downstream through the

upper of the two arrays (for example)upper of the two arrays (for example)

would have a higher probability ofwould have a higher probability of

moving through the lower array than amoving through the lower array than a

fish that swam around. In the case offish that swam around. In the case of

WWest Brook, the plywooest Brook, the plywood weir virtud weir virtu--

ally assured that a fish passing throughally assured that a fish passing through

one array would pass through the secone array would pass through the sec--

ond. In this case, using tag detectionsond. In this case, using tag detections

from one array to calculate in situ effifrom one array to calculate in situ effi --

ciency for the other array would resultciency for the other array would result

in an estimate that was biased high.in an estimate that was biased high.

As the distance between two arraysAs the distance between two arrays

increases (Figure 4b; upper arrays atincreases (Figure 4b; upper arrays at

WWest Brook, Shorey Brook, and atest Brook, Shorey Brook, and at

Abernathy), the assumption of indeAbernathy), the assumption of inde--

pendence of detection between arrayspendence of detection between arrays

is more appropriate. is more appropriate. 

The assumption that a tagged fishThe assumption that a tagged fish

continues moving through a series ofcontinues moving through a series of

arrays is the second critical consideraarrays is the second critical considera--

tion. The validity of this assumptiontion. The validity of this assumption

varies with both the life history stagevaries with both the life history stage

(e.g., smolt vs. non-smolts) and(e.g., smolt vs. non-smolts) and

species of fish being studied. Clearlyspecies of fish being studied. Clearly,,

most salmon smolts display rapid andmost salmon smolts display rapid and

directed downstream movementsdirected downstream movements

(McCormick et al. 1998) but not all(McCormick et al. 1998) but not all

fish fit this pattern. Wfish fit this pattern. Ward and Slaneyard and Slaney

(1988) reported up to 3% of presump(1988) reported up to 3% of presump--
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tive steelhead smolts transportedtive steelhead smolts transported

above a trap did not move downabove a trap did not move down--

stream. For non-migratory movestream. For non-migratory move--

ments, tag detection at an individualments, tag detection at an individual

array may indicate movement past thearray may indicate movement past the

array or simply an excursion near thearray or simply an excursion near the

arrayarray. Even when the assumption of. Even when the assumption of

directed fish movement may hold, fishdirected fish movement may hold, fish

losses due to mortality (e.g., predalosses due to mortality (e.g., preda--

tion) subsequent to detection on onetion) subsequent to detection on one

array but prior to detection on a serialarray but prior to detection on a serial

array can bias efficiency estimates.array can bias efficiency estimates.

Constructing arrays in close proximityConstructing arrays in close proximity

has clear value in such cases. Thishas clear value in such cases. This

arrangement has the benefits ofarrangement has the benefits of

demonstrating direction of movementdemonstrating direction of movement

and making the assumption of remainand making the assumption of remain--

ing in the system a robust one. Theing in the system a robust one. The

cost of this arrangement may be a failcost of this arrangement may be a fail--

ure to meet the assumption of indeure to meet the assumption of inde--

pendence for the arrays; although, ifpendence for the arrays; although, if

both path and antenna efficiencies areboth path and antenna efficiencies are

high, these issues are less critical. high, these issues are less critical. 

Combined efficiencyCombined efficiency

“Combined efficiency” is defined as“Combined efficiency” is defined as

the proportion of tags known to havethe proportion of tags known to have

transitioned through the stream thattransitioned through the stream that

were detected by at least one arraywere detected by at least one array. In. In

the case studies presented here, estithe case studies presented here, esti--

mating smolt emigration was a goal.mating smolt emigration was a goal.

TToward this end, if a tagged fish wasoward this end, if a tagged fish was

detected at any array (during thedetected at any array (during the

perioperiod of downstream migration) itd of downstream migration) it

could be assumed to be a migrant.could be assumed to be a migrant.

Hence data from multiple arrays canHence data from multiple arrays can

be used in combination as given belowbe used in combination as given below..

EECOMBINEDCOMBINED ==

1 – [(1 – E1 – [(1 – E
in situin situ ARRAARRAY 1Y 1)) xx

( 1 – E( 1 – E
in situin situ ARRAARRAY 2Y 2))xx……

( 1 – E( 1 – E
in situin situ ARRAARRAY nY n)])]

Abernathy Creek, for example,Abernathy Creek, for example,

EEcombinedcombined was estimated as 83–97%.was estimated as 83–97%.

Such a calculation is obviously helpfulSuch a calculation is obviously helpful

in estimating survival or the totalin estimating survival or the total

number of migrants. number of migrants. 

INSIGHTS

Data from PIT tag detection sysData from PIT tag detection sys--

tems in small streams allows hightems in small streams allows high

recapture probabilities (approachingrecapture probabilities (approaching

100% in some cases) that can better100% in some cases) that can better

inform research and managementinform research and management

questions associated with fish movequestions associated with fish move--

ment and population dynamics. Whilement and population dynamics. While

it is tempting to apply these techit is tempting to apply these tech--

niques to every small stream situation,niques to every small stream situation,

our experiences have indicated thatour experiences have indicated that

along with careful choice of systemalong with careful choice of system

type and site adequacytype and site adequacy, rigorous proto, rigorous proto--

cols for examining detection efficols for examining detection effi --

ciency need to be established. ciency need to be established. 

The case studies described overThe case studies described over--

come many challenges reported forcome many challenges reported for

PIT tag system operations (GibbonsPIT tag system operations (Gibbons

and Andrews 2004). Swim-throughand Andrews 2004). Swim-through

arrays enabled monitoring of fish poparrays enabled monitoring of fish pop--

ulations with no (or minimal) disrupulations with no (or minimal) disrup--

tion to fish behaviortion to fish behavior. A significant. A significant

logistical challenge was physicallylogistical challenge was physically

supporting the array antennas undersupporting the array antennas under

high water conditions; site choice ishigh water conditions; site choice is

important. Stream characteristics at aimportant. Stream characteristics at a

wide range of water levels and availwide range of water levels and avail--

ability of structure for anchoringability of structure for anchoring

antennas (e.g., bridges) guide conantennas (e.g., bridges) guide con--

struction. Other considerationsstruction. Other considerations

include ambient RF noise, powerinclude ambient RF noise, power

access, and stream channel width. Theaccess, and stream channel width. The

size of the tag used determines bothsize of the tag used determines both

the lower size limit of fish tagged andthe lower size limit of fish tagged and

feasible antenna size, which may limitfeasible antenna size, which may limit

the stream size that can be monitored. the stream size that can be monitored. 

Study objectives may not necessiStudy objectives may not necessi--

tate arrays to interrogate the entiretate arrays to interrogate the entire

width of a system. Mowidth of a system. Modest in situ effidest in situ effi--

ciencies (e.g., using a single antenna)ciencies (e.g., using a single antenna)

may be adequate to provide descriptivemay be adequate to provide descriptive

data for many needs such as describingdata for many needs such as describing

the timing of migration in smoltingthe timing of migration in smolting

salmonids. In most cases, operation ofsalmonids. In most cases, operation of

multiple arrays, even if they do notmultiple arrays, even if they do not

span the stream width, can greatlyspan the stream width, can greatly

increase combined efficiency whileincrease combined efficiency while

providing movement direction. providing movement direction. 

Recent developments in FDX techRecent developments in FDX tech--

nology have included multiplexingnology have included multiplexing

(allowing the operation of more than(allowing the operation of more than

one antenna from a single transceiver)one antenna from a single transceiver)

and auto-tuning. While these systemsand auto-tuning. While these systems

are still being tested, they will offerare still being tested, they will offer

great advantages to using PIT techgreat advantages to using PIT tech--

nology in small streams. Multiplexernology in small streams. Multiplexer

transceivers switch power among multransceivers switch power among mul--

tiple antennas that can be in closetiple antennas that can be in close

proximityproximity. At our case sites, these. At our case sites, these

multiplexer transceivers would havemultiplexer transceivers would have

greatly reduced cost and allowed moregreatly reduced cost and allowed more

flexibility in study designs. Auto-tunflexibility in study designs. Auto-tun--

ing accommoing accommodates changes in envidates changes in envi--

ronmental conditions that affectronmental conditions that affect

antenna efficiency (e.g., increasingantenna efficiency (e.g., increasing

water depth/discharge) without userwater depth/discharge) without user

intervention. Advances in PIT tagintervention. Advances in PIT tag

construction are likely to allowconstruction are likely to allow

greater read range of small tags. Forgreater read range of small tags. For

example, improvements in newer tagexample, improvements in newer tag

momodels have already led to greaterdels have already led to greater

read distances over earlier generationsread distances over earlier generations

of tags, a trend which will allow conof tags, a trend which will allow con--

struction of even larger antenna sizesstruction of even larger antenna sizes

for a given tag size. for a given tag size. 

Regardless of developing technoloRegardless of developing technolo--

gies, there remains a need to characgies, there remains a need to charac--

terize the efficiencies of PIT tagterize the efficiencies of PIT tag

systems. PIT arrays have allowed biolsystems. PIT arrays have allowed biol--

ogists to assess movements of fish andogists to assess movements of fish and

population metrics that were not feapopulation metrics that were not fea--

sible in recent times. Just as withsible in recent times. Just as with

otherother, more traditional fish capture, more traditional fish capture

techniques, PIT arrays are subject totechniques, PIT arrays are subject to

inefficiencies resulting from environinefficiencies resulting from environ--

mental and biological factors. Themental and biological factors. The

same basic principles applied to fishsame basic principles applied to fish--

eries trapping methoeries trapping methods decades agods decades ago

must still be remembered. Maximizingmust still be remembered. Maximizing

and characterizing efficiencies are atand characterizing efficiencies are at

the center of the challenge to applythe center of the challenge to apply--

ing this tool to its fullest potential. ing this tool to its fullest potential. 
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